**Costa CEO replaced by AIDA president**

Pier Luigi Foschi has announced his retirement, which will see a management shake-up at Costa Cruises.

**MICHAEL** Thamm, president of Germany-based AIDA Cruises, has been appointed CEO of the Costa Group, replacing Pier Luigi Foschi, who steps down from the post on 01 Jul.

The move is part of a long-term succession plan with the scheduled retirement of Foschi once he reached the age of 65 last September.

But Foschi will remain as chairman and a managing director of the Costa Group, and will sit on the Board of Directors of Carnival Corporation & plc.

He has also vowed to continue to oversee the company’s government relations and matters related to the Costa Concordia accident.

“I will maintain my full support for the great Costa management team to overcome the recent difficulties in order to reconfirm Costa’s leadership in Europe,” Foschi said in a statement.

As the new CEO, Thamm will serve on Costa’s Board of Directors and report to Foschi, as well as Carnival Corporation chairman and CEO Micky Arison and vice chairman Howard Frank.

Replacing Thamm is AIDA senior executive Michael Ungerer, while Gianni Onorato is expected to continue in his role as president of the Costa Cruises brand.

Foschi joined Costa Crociere in 1997 and was elected chairman in 2000.

Under his leadership, the company launched an €11 billion fleet expansion program, creating Europe’s largest fleet: 25 ships (14 Costa Cruises, eight AIDA Cruises and three Iberocruces) with total guest capacity of 61,500.

Six more new ships are set to enter service for the group by 2016 (two for Costa Cruises and four for AIDA Cruises).

Since 2000 Foschi has presided over an increase in the company’s revenues from €572.4m to €3.1b in 2011 (+ 540 %), with profits growing consistently over the last 10 years.

As a result, Costa is now ranked as one of Italy’s 10 most profitable companies.

Also in the period from 2000 to 2011, the number of total guests travelling with Costa Group rose from 363,000 to 2.3 million.

Micky Arison praised Foschi’s achievements and congratulated Thamm, who will relocate to Genoa.

“Pier has made it known for some time that he intended to retire once he turned 65 and today’s announcement is part of our longtime succession plan that allows us to tap into our talented management team to find qualified individuals to oversee our brands,” Arison said.

“At the same time, Michael has done a superb job managing AIDA Cruises and we have every confidence that Michael will continue these efforts at the helm of Costa”.

**Fascinosa delivery next month**

**COSTA** Fascinosa’s delivery will take place on 05 May this year, at the Venice Passenger Terminal, and will be followed by a 10-day inaugural cruise from Venice to Greece, Israel and Turkey, departing 11 May.
Royal Caribbean Q1 profits plummet by 40%

Royal Caribbean Cruises is satisfied with its first-quarter results in the current “highly volatile” market.

The impact of the Costa Concordia disaster in Jan has surfaced in the latest financial report by RCCL, which saw profits drop to US$47 million, or 21 cents per share, compared to US$78.4 million, or 36 cents per share, in the same period last year.

But the company remains hopeful of an improvement in the next quarter, describing the Q1 results as better than expected.

“First-quarter results were satisfactory given the difficult and uncertain operating environment, and we continue to see gradual improvement in the demand for our great vacations,” said Richard Fain, RCCL ceo.

“We did not expect the impact of the tragedy to be long term, and we are seeing evidence the effects are waning,” he added.

On the positive side, revenues improved to US$1.8 billion compared to US$1.7 billion in the first quarter last year, and net yields increased 7%.

Net cruise costs (excluding fuel) increased 5.7%. Although bookings since Feb have been down by “mid-single digits”, the company has seen booking activity gradually improve over the past few months.

“Despite the extraordinary disruptions to our booking patterns this year, thus far the recovery is consistent with our forecasts,” said Brian Rice, executive vice president and chief financial officer.

“The Caribbean and Alaska remain healthy and, as expected, a wide range of outcomes still persist regarding Europe this summer.”

Rice said the marketplace is “still volatile and uncertain, so we are narrowing our yield and EPS ranges to reflect our best estimates at this time.”

The company estimates its second quarter earnings per share will be between a loss of 5 cents to a gain of 5 cents.
iCruise boosts cruise search power

iCruise.com’s new Cruise Finder Plus now enables consumers to search for cruises using ‘natural language’ phrases.

EVATURE, a leading provider of free-text search technology for the travel industry, has announced an expansion into cruise search capabilities, which allows consumers to search for cruises using ‘free text’, or ‘natural language’ phrases.

Based on this technology, iCruise.com, a cruise travel retailer in the US, has today launched Cruise Finder Plus, an industry-first free-text cruise search tool.

Cruise Finder Plus allows users to search in complete, natural-language phrases with as much detail as they like.

For example, a search for: “Mediterranean cruises from Istanbul in July on a tall ship” or “Disney cruises to Alaska on August 18” will return real-time search results similar to traditional search methods.

Barry Volinskey, co-founder of Evature, said EVA’s expanded cruise capabilities would offer consumers “the best travel search experience.”

The new cruise search capabilities are in addition to Evature’s current support of flight and hotel free-text searches offered through the EVA service.

Evature also offers an Android application enabling hotel search via voice.

This application will become available to open source on 30 Apr, making it easier for developers to add voice search capabilities to their mobile travel apps.

Although iCruise doesn’t have an Australian operation, interestingly the icruise.com.au domain name currently directs to NRMA Travel’s Cruise Spirit website - while the Travel Compensation Fund also confirmed the registration of a Queensland agency called iCruise and Travel.

Celebrity scores the Olympics

CELEBRITY Cruises has secured the rights to broadcast live via satellite the London Olympics opening and closing ceremonies, as well as swimming, diving, gymnastics, rowing, cycling, athletics, and basketball events and a daily compilation of highlights.

Carnival Australia doubles NZ

NEW Zealand has enjoyed more than double the amount of visits from ships under the Carnival Australia banner this summer season compared to the same time last year.

The season saw almost 400 Carnival ship visits across 12 NZ ports this year, almost five times the amount of calls than there was 3 years ago.

According to Carnival’s figures, the cruise line brought more than 115,000 pax to NZ from Oct 2011 through to Apr 2012, contributing an estimated NZ$200m to the nation’s economy.

“New Zealand and Australia are the fastest growing and most exciting cruise markets in the world,” said Carnival’s CEO Ann Sherry.

“More Kiwis than ever before are discovering cruise holidays.

“The Pacific Islands are proving a very popular playground, and being able to explore several different island countries and have your food, accommodation and entertainment included is obviously an appealing option,” she added.
River Beatrice enchants agents along the Danube

23 of Australia’s top agents (pictured left) were waltzed along the Danube onboard Uniworld’s River Beatrice, escorted by Uniworld sales managers Anastasia Agius and Rebeka Belcher.

Onboard Beatrice this week, the agents have an exciting line-up of excursions to look forward to, including indepth tours of Vienna and Saltzburg.

Princess’ Europe cruise deals

PRINCESS Cruises has launched a range of Discovery Deals on a range of European voyages booked by 30 Jun 2012, including a 12-night Crown Princess Greek Island escape, departing 20 Nov 2012, from $1,240pp/ts.

Salvage of Concordia

AN American owned specialist marine salvage and wreck removal company, Titan Salvage, will work in partnership with well-known Italian marine contractor, Micoperi, to remove the capsized Costa Concordia from off the coast of Giglio’s Island.

Expected to commence in early May (subject to approval from Italian authorities) and to take around 12 months to complete, the plan will see the wreck floated and then towed to an Italian port where it will be “dealt with in accordance with the requirements of the Italian authorities”.

Costa also said that once work is complete, the sea bottom will be cleaned and marine flora replanted.

Free flights to Vanuatu

ISLAND Escape Small Ship Cruising will refund return flight fares to Vanuatu (ex Syd, Mel, Bne) up to a total value of $750pp, for all passengers who book a Vanuatu Islands of Discovery cruise before 31 May 2012.

The offer is valid for all seven sailings of Island Passage’s Vanuatu Islands of Discovery between Jul and Aug 2012.

See- www.islandescapes.co.nz.

APT’s Freedom of Choice

APT’s new Freedom of Choice local tour options will debut in the company’s soon-to-be-released Europe cruising brochure.

The three new options include a photography or Flamenco Class in Barcelona, Catacomb tour or Italian Cooking Class in Rome, and a guided tour of Les Baux de Provence or Saint Paul de Mausole Asylum (made famous as the place where Van Gogh spent his last days) in Arles.

The options bring the tally of Freedom of Choice tours offered by the company to 200.

Star Princess in trouble

PRINCESS Cruises’ Star Princess is coping a lashing after reports surfaced that it did not assist the crew of a ship which had been adrift without power, water or food for 16 days.

Star Princess was sailing between Ecuador and Costa Rica on 20 Mar when guests spotted a fishing boat whose crew were waving for help.

Members of the group alerted a crew member of the problem, however it seems the message was not relayed to Star’s Captain Edward Perrin and Star simply sailed on past.

Two members of the stranded ship’s crew died days after the encounter, with the third rescued by a larger fishing vessel 12 days later.

Responding to the incident Princess Cruises said that since it became aware of the situation it has launched an investigation.

“The preliminary results of our investigation have shown that there appeared to be a breakdown in communication in relaying the passenger’s concern,” the cruise line said, adding that neither Star Princess’ Captain nor the officer of the watch were notified.

“Captain Perrin is devastated that he is being accused of knowingly turning his back on people in distress,” the cruise line said.

“Had the Captain received this information, he would have had the opportunity to respond. We deeply regret this incident and are continuing our investigation to fully understand the circumstances,” the cruise line added.

**Cruise Weekly** is a publication of Cruise Weekly Pty Ltd. All content fully protected by copyright. Please obtain written permission to reproduce any material. While every care has been taken in the preparation of Cruise Weekly no liability can be accepted for errors or omissions. Information is published in good faith to stimulate independent investigation of the matters canvassed. Responsibility for editorial comment is taken by Bruce Piper.
FLY FREE 3 SPECTACULAR LATIN AMERICA SAILINGS
And Discover Amazing Wonders aboard Our ‘New’ Ship Voyager

EL GRANDE!
Grand Latin America Discovery
95 Nights  |  1 Jan - 8 Apr 2013
MONTEGO BAY to MONTEGO BAY

A Tapestry of Natural Wonders
54 Nights  |  3 Jan - 26 Feb 2013
MONTEGO BAY to BUENOS AIRES

An Amazon & Caribbean Odyssey
66 Nights  |  23 Feb - 30 Apr 2013
BUENOS AIRES to LONDON

This Grand Voyage exploring Central America and circumnavigating South America promises an invigorating cocktail of culture and landscapes.
Visit: Montego Bay (overnight), Progreso, Belize City, Puerto Cortes, Puerto Limon, Cartagena, San Blas Islands, Balboa, Panama Canal transit, Manta (2 nights), Santiago de Guayaquil, Salaverry, Callao (2 nights), General San Martin, Arica, Coquimbo, Santiago (Valparaiso, 2 nights), Puerto Montt, Puerto Chacabuco, Chilean Fjords, Punta Arenas, Cape Horn, Puerto Williams, Ushuaia, Port Stanley, Puerto Madryn, Buenos Aires (2 nights), Salvador da Bahia, Recife (2 nights), Natal, Fortaleza, Devil’s Island, Santarem, Boca da Valeria, Manus (3 nights), Pantins, Ater do Icara, Macapa, Uvea’s island, Rincão, La uawoa, Aruba, Montego Bay (overnight)

Where the Caribbean merges with the Pacific, the heartlands of the Maya and Aztec civilisations ‘Central America’ promises a tantalising mix of colonial legacies, culture rich history, vast tracts of wilderness and jungle-clad ruins still shrouded in mystery. The awe-inspiring Panama Canal slices through this narrow isthmus to where Ecuador offers the chance to visit the extraordinary Galapagos, Machu Picchu, Patagonia, and pulsating cities epitomised by Buenos Aires.
Visit: Montego Bay (overnight), Progreso, Belize City, Puerto Cortes, Puerto Limon, Cartagena, San Blas Islands, Balboa, Panama Canal transit, Manta (2 nights), Santiago de Guayaquil, Salaverry, Callao (2 nights), General San Martin, Arica, Coquimbo, Santiago (Valparaiso, 2 nights), Puerto Montt, Puerto Chacabuco, Chilean Fjords, Punta Arenas, Cape Horn, Puerto Williams, Ushuaia, Port Stanley, Puerto Madryn, Buenos Aires

This voyage that opens in Buenos Aires to the sultry sounds of the tango! Uruguay’s rolling savannahs and cattle-strewn grasslands are in absolute contrast to São Paulo’s sea of skyscrapers and then Ilhabela – Brazil’s island idyll. Wildlife-rich rainforest, tropical beaches, traditional river-dwellers’ lifestyles and Boi Bumba festivities, the mighty Amazon River is at the forefront of this Grand Voyage of Discovery.
Visit: Buenos Aires (overnight), Montevideo, Santos, Ilhabela, Rarirao, Rio de Janeiro (overnight), Salvador da Bahia, Recife (2 nights), Natal, Fortaleza, Devil’s Island, Santarem, Boca da Valeria, Manus (2 nights), Pantins, Ater do Icara, Macapa, Devil’s Island, Rincão, La uawoa, Aruba, Montego Bay (2 nights), Ueberotwagen, Havana, Nassau, Hamilton, Horta (Azores), Ponta Delgada (Azores), Manta (2 nights), Puerto Montt, Puerto Chacabuco, Chilean Fjords, Punta Arenas, Cape Horn, Puerto Williams, Ushuaia, Port Stanley, Puerto Madryn, Buenos Aires

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
• FREE return economy class airfare from Sydney* to Miami
• 1 night hotel stay in Miami including breakfast
• Return flight from Miami to Montego Bay, with return transfer to ship
• 94 night cruise from Montego Bay return, a board Voyager, departing 4 January 2013

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
• FREE economy class airfare from Sydney* to Miami, returning from Buenos Aires
• 1 night hotel stay in Miami including breakfast
• Flight from Miami to Montego Bay, with transfer to ship
• 52 night cruise from Montego Bay to Buenos Aires aboard Voyager, departing 4 January 2013
• Transfer from ship to your Buenos Aires hotel
• 1 night hotel stay in Buenos Aires post cruise

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
• FREE economy class airfare from Sydney* to Buenos Aires, returning from London
• 2 night hotel stay in Buenos Aires pre cruise
• Transfer from hotel to ship on day of embarkation
• 63 night cruise from Buenos Aires to Portsmouth aboard Voyager, departing 25 February 2013
• Transfer from Portsmouth to London
• 1 night hotel stay in London post cruise

PER PERSON, SHARE TWIN (AUD)

(FA) Outside cabin from $19,765
(FS) Junior suite from $26,519

PER PERSON, SHARE TWIN (AUD)

(FA) Outside cabin from $10,725
(FS) Junior suite from $14,045

PER PERSON, SHARE TWIN (AUD)

(FC) Outside cabin from $12,595
(FS) Junior suite from $16,895

FREECALL 1800 507 777
sales@cruisetraveller.com.au
www.cruisetraveller.com.au

TERMS & CONDITIONS: Offers expire 31 May 2012. All fares are listed in AUS per person twin share based on lead-in Outside cabin category as at 16 April and include non-commissionable port taxes, government fees and gratuities and airline taxes. Fares displayed reflect all promotional savings. Valid for new bookings only. Subject to availability. May not be combinable with any other offers, are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn at any time without notice. *) Fly free airfare is from Sydney on departure date as shown. Airfare is in economy class, specific airlines and routings. Surcharge may apply if you wish to fly on alternate dates/traveling. Domestic connections additional. Airline tax is subject to change without notice and any increase may be additional. No allocation is being held. Hotel accommodation is at the discretion of Voyages of Discovery. 10% onboard credit is per cabin and is not redeemable for cash or discounted off cruise price. Cancellation penalties & Conditions apply. Voyages of Discovery & Cruise Traveller reserves the right to correct errors or omissions. Complete terms and conditions may be found on www.cruisetraveller.com.au
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